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Dare to Wash Differently: Introducing Miele’s New Generation 6000 Dishwasher Series 

Elegant, efficient and easy to use 

 

 

Princeton, NJ – With the launch of over 25 new dishwashers, Miele is catering to each individual’s 

desire for peak cleaning performance and stunning aesthetic. The elegant design and unique 

features of the Generation 6000 dishwashers align with Miele’s newest generation of built-in 

cooking appliances. As in the past, these dishwashers are quiet and have superb cleaning 

performance. For those looking for a handleless kitchen, the G6000 line-up offers a seamless 

solution with Knock2open dishwasher models. 

 

Particularly striking designs, including the slender stainless-steel trim along the upper edge of the 

door, represent a signature feature which seamlessly ties in the new dishwashers with Miele’s other 

built-in appliances.. Depending on individual models, the front panels are available in CleanTouch™ 

Steel, white, black or custom panel ready.  

 

When it comes to cleaning performance, Miele leads the field, all the while achieving top energy 

efficiency ratings through the combination of an electronically controlled commercial-grade pump 

and spray arm alternation. This feeds water alternatingly to the middle or the top and bottom spray 

arms respectively using varying pressure levels. This not only saves water, it also ensures the 

thorough and gentle cleaning of dishware. 

 

Smart features such as the FlexiTimer allow users the convenience to decide when to start or finish a 

program cycle. Extra economical and extra dry options go a long way toward meeting individual 

cleaning and finishing needs. Users will value features like BrilliantLight, the 3D cutlery tray and 

sound emissions as low as 38 dBa ('Extra quiet' program). 

 

A highlight available on fully integrated Diamond and Lumen models is the Knock2open door 

opening system, patents pending. As the door opens automatically when tapped twice, no handle is 
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needed, making it ideal for modern kitchens with handleless fronts. TimeControl (available on 

Diamond Knock2open) counts down remaining wash time using a sequence of LED lights. Another 

unique feature in the Diamond series is the 'touch on metal' user interface: a stainless-steel control 

panel with high-end minimalistic appeal and a two-line display with white characters on a black 

background. 

 

About Miele US 

Miele is steadfastly committed to the highest quality, performance and environmental standards. 

Miele’s range of exceptional consumer appliances includes: ranges; built-in convection, speed, 

steam and combi-steam ovens; cooktops; ventilation; dishwashers; refrigeration; wine storage; 

espresso/coffee systems hoods laundry systems; rotary irons; and vacuum cleaners. The 

professional division offers laboratory glassware washers, medical washer- disinfectors, dental 

disinfectors, laundry systems, dishwashers, and a line of marine appliances.  

With 11 showrooms available nationwide to explore the product assortment, including the US 

headquarters in Princeton, NJ, Miele is one of the most desirable brands in household and 

professional appliances.  

 

To learn more, visit www.mieleusa.com, www.facebook.com/mieleus, www.youtube.com/mieleus 

and follow us @MieleUSA. 
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